Synopsis
Journey To The End Of Coal tells you the story of a sacrifice. A sacrifice millions of
Chinese coal miners are making everyday, risking their lives and spoiling their land to satisfy
their own country’s appetite for economic growth.
Your journey begins in Datong which is located just a couple hours away West from Beijing.
You travel from there all around the region and visit its major coal mines, from the “best”
state-owned complex to the worst private coal plants.
In and around the coal mines, you get the story first hand from the mingong, the rural
migrants traveling their country looking for work.
At your own pace and will, you meet them and learn more about how they live in this valley of
death and pollution, sometimes even literally bumping into them as they leave their home for
their night shift, in the frozen winter of Northern China.
Ultimately, you might discover China forbidden mines in which happen most of the accidents.
Visit http://journey.honkytonk.fr for online screening

Production crédits
Director: Samuel Bollendorff and Abel Ségrétin
Scenario by: Abel Ségrétin, Samuel Bollendorff and Grégoire Basdevant
Sound design: Frederic Blin
Mutlimedia Development: Remi Toffoli - 31Septembre
Multimedia Project manager: Guillaume Urjewicz
Producer: Arnaud Dressen
A Honkytonk Films production, in partnership with 31 Septembre, with the support of the CNC and
the SCAM (the French Multimedia Authors Society).
First released in France on newsportal lemonde.fr in November 2008
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About the Interactive Format
Journey To The End Of Coal was made out of 300 photographs, 3 hours of video and 10
hours of sound materials gathered in China by Samuel Bollendorff and Abel Ségrétin in the
winter of 2006.
Using the latest Flash Technology, we wanted to make an immersive environment while
letting the audience access a large selection of this audio-visual materials at their own pace
and will.
Here are the main functionalities offered by our custom made A/V web player:

1. View modes
-

« embed » size
full screen

2. Navigation

Here you can choose
which direction you will
go next.
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3. Narration
Some contextual
information is provided
on top of the screen.

4. More info
buttons
These give you access
to more detailed
information as well as
an interactive map to
locate yourself.

5. Question &
Answers

Interact with the people
you meet along your
way. Choose between
questions and conduct
your own interview.

6. Map
Visualize where you
stand on the map.
Go backwards to
discover places you
haven’t visited yet.
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Directors’ Biography
Samuel Bollendorff was born in 1974. Member of the Oeil Public Photo agency
(oeilpublic.com), he looks at hospitals, schools, the police, and prisons, through a social lens,
questioning the position of the individual within public institutions.
After the book HOSPITAL SILENCE, his work evolved into a series of portraits presenting
the social implications of AIDS. SILENCE AIDS develops Bollendorff's investigation into
photography as a tool for political reflection: it won Hachette Foundation's special prize, and
was duly noted by the Kodak Critics prize. In 2005, during the whole year, Samuel
Bollendorff works in the suburbs of Paris on documentary chronicles published during six
months every week in the French daily newspaper Libération.
Since 2006, thanks to a grant from the Culture department, he works on FORCED MARCH,
a serie of reportages on the forgotten of the Chinese economical miracle. Exhibited in Visa
pour l’Image 2007, this work has been nominated for the Visa d’or award.

Abel Ségrétin is a freelance journalist based in Beijing. Since 2001 he has been
covering political and environmental stories for major French and International media
outlets.

About the Production Company
Honkytonk films is a newmedia production company based in Paris. It was founded in June
2007 by Arnaud Dressen and Benoit de Vilmorin to create a new greenhouse for fresh
factual programming to be distributed on all platforms (TV, Internet and mobile) worldwide.
Journey To the End Of Coal is the company production debut.
More info on http://www.honkytonk.fr.
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